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Metamagnetism in manganate magnesium ferrite
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The metamagnetic properties of the manganese magnesium ferrites having the general formula Mn0.7 Mg0.3 Fe2 O4
prepared by the standard ceramic technique have been studied. It is proposed that when a change of temperature at
adequate magnetic field is applied in a Mn0.7 Mg0.3 Fe2 O4 a magnetic phase transition will be generated, giving rise to an
antiferromagnetic (AFM) state from ferrimagnetic (FM) phase. The critical transition field Hac = 300 A/m was estimated
for critical magnetization curve of transition from the metamagnetic behavior to FM behavior of sample. The FM to AFM
transition in these ferrites is accompanied by a Néel type to Yafet-Kittel type transition and gradual spin ordering changes
of the unit cell volume. The application of an external magnetic field to the low-temperatures AFM state causes the sample
to reset to the original FM state.
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1 Introduction
The prospect of tunable magnetic properties has inspired researchers to build novel metamagnetic materials with different characteristics. Metamagnetic materials have great potential for technological applications.
The metamagnetic properties of some of the manganese
magnesium ferrites are a matter of our interest for their
fundamental physics and for their potential technological
applications. These ferrites show different magnetic properties at different temperatures. Among spinel ferrites,
Mn1−x Mgx Fe2 O4 (MnMg ferrite) has the structure and
magnetic properties that strongly depends on the ratio
of Mn2+ to Mg2+ ions [1-5]. MnMg ferrite has a mixed
spinel structure. Due to the special structures, MnMg ferrite samples with some of properties such as high permeability and saturation magnetization, low core loss have
been investigated for various applications such as data
storage, tissue targeting and electronic devices. One class
of MnMg ferrites due to their change of ground states
under magnetization can become also attractive in the
metamagnetic systems [6]. Aiming to the application of
the heating effect, we focus on studying the effect of magnetic field on the selected magnetic properties of MnMg
ferrite.

The sample was measured using SU-3500 SEM equipped
with the EDX system under standard conditions. The
quantity of elements present in the sample was obtained
from three different spots randomly chosen. The magnetization curves were measured by a conventional experimental setup. Magnetic Barkhausen noise (MBN) and
hysteresis loops measurements were made using the system described in detail in [7, 8]. The system used a magnetising coil wound directly on the sample. Sinusoidal
magnetising current of frequency 20 Hz was applied during the measurement. The MBN was detected by a sensing coil wound on the sample. Signal of the sensing coil
was amplified and passed through an analogue band-pass
filter with cut-off frequencies of 10 kHz and 100 kHz. Additional processing by digital high-pass filter of cut-off
frequency 10 kHz was used to suppress sufficiently the
interference by magnetising frequency signal. The root
mean square (RMS) value and the profile of MBN signal
were determined during the half of magnetisation cycle.
These parameters of MBN were averaged over 10 cycles.
Intensity of applied field was calculated from the current
flowing through the magnetizing coil, while magnetic flux
density was obtained from the signal of the sensing coil
amplified by an analogue preamplifier. The experimental
set-up allows usage of analogue (hardware) as well as digital (software) feedback to control the waveform shape of
either exciting field H(t) or flux density B(t).

2 Experimental
MnMg ferrites were fabricated by a conventional ceramic processing method. The mixtures of Fe2 O3 , MnO
and MgO, were sintered at 1200 ◦ C. Studied Mn0.7 Mg0.3
Fe2 O4 samples have rectangular hysteresis loop. Samples
were of toroidal shape with inner and outer diameters 3.9
mm and within interval 6.15 to 6.10 mm, respectively.

3 Results and discussion
Measured result could be discussed assuming the following cation distribution in the Mn0.7 Mg0.3 Fe2 O4 sample: whilst 0.008 of Mg2+ , 0.432 Fe3+ and 0.56 Mn2+
ions occupy the A site, the 0.14 of Mn2+ , 1.568 Fe3+ and
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The data above −20 ◦ C up to 100 ◦ C correspond probably to CFM state at Ha = 30 A/m, because the energy
required to set the antiparallel spin alignment in Néel
type is higher than that required in Y-K type order. The
observed Ba (T ) increase is due to saturation magnetization Ms increase, what indicates that the canting angle
(θ ) at B site decreases as consequence of temperature
increasing, yielding higher value of Ms given by
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Fig. 1. The amplitude magnetic flux density Ba as functions of
temperature T for applied fields Ha = 30 and 50 A/m

0.292 Mg2+ ions occupy the B site in the spinel lattice.
The total magnetic moment can be influenced by YafetKittel (Y-K) triangular magnetic ordering on B site ions
leading to the change in A-O-B superexchange interactions due to changing temperature of sample at adequate
applied fields. Dependences of magnetic flux density amplitude Ba on temperature T of MnMg ferrite at various magnetic field amplitudes Ha and frequency f = 20
Hz were measured. The ferrite sample was heated from
the room tempeature up to Curie point TC = 190 ◦ C,
then cooled down to −71 ◦ C. Below the critical field
Hac = Ha = 300 A/m, the evolution of the behaviours of
flux density Ba as function of T is quite sensitive to field
strength as well as the temperature at which the field is
applied.
Both Ba (T ) and magnetization M (T ) dependences
measured below the critical field have falling values up to
zero if temperature is decreasing and have metamagnetic
character. From several measured Ba (T ) dependences the
two selected curves with qualitative similar temperature
behaviors are depicted in Fig. 1. These Ba (T ) plots were
measured in the applied field of 30 and 50 A/m, at f =
20 Hz. As example, the Ba (T ) dependence exhibits the
magnetic field temperature phase diagram for applied
field Ha = 30 A/m. That B − T diagram is found to
be composed of three different magnetic basic states. The
phase diagram can be explained by a Y-K canting in B
sites.
This opinion corresponds to finding that the magnetization results exhibit non-collinear ferrimagnetic structure for Mn x content x > 0.3 in MnMg ferrites [4]. The
Ba (T ) plot decreasing is marked by a rapid drop in Ba
values roughly below T = 60 ◦ C in Fig.1.
A falling of Ba (T ) with decreasing T below −20 ◦ C
indicates the metamagnetic transition (MT) from cantedferrimagnetic (CFM) to the canted-antiferromagnetic
(CAFM) state up to lowest temperature, even to −273 ◦ C
at Ha < 30 A/m. The Tt = −20 ◦ C is a field dependent
temperature transition between the two basic magnetic
phases.

(1)

and likewise yielding higher values of Ba (T ). When the
temperature is increased, the angle θ is decreased and
moments of ions occupied in B -site are gradually oriented mutually parallel and simultaneously antiparallel
to moments of ions that occupy A-sites. The observed
increase in induction Ba (T ) owing to Ms (T ) growth,
with increase in temperature implies, that spin ordering gradually changes from Y-K type to Néel type. Thus
the Ba (T ) plot above T = 100 ◦ C with colinear ferrimagnetic ground state up to TC = 190 ◦ C arises. The
third basic phase above TC is paramagnetic. In Fig.1
the second Ba (T ) dependence measured at applied field
Ha = 50 A/m exhibits the qualitatively similar magnetic
field temperature phase diagram as was described above
for Ha = 30 A/m.
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Fig. 2. Barkhausen noise profile(envelope)for Ha = 30 A/m

MBN technique was used as a viable method for the
identification of phase transition between FM and AFM
ground states of the both magnetic phases of Ba (T ) dependence measured at Ha = 30 A/m and shown in Fig. 1.
From the measurement at selected different temperatures
of sample (Fig. 2), the zero MBN distribution was found
for T = −20 ◦ C and −71 ◦ C. This means that there
are no ferromagnetic domains as well no motions of domain walls, respectively, below T = −20 ◦ C. The MBN
distributions were evident from T > 24 ◦ C, and it is
confirmation of FM state and domain walls motion in
higher temperatures. All MBN profiles have one peak,
which is located around the coercive field. The missing
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Fig. 3. The amplitude magnetic flux density Ba as functions of
temperature T for applied fields Ha =30, 50, 75, 100, 200, 300, 450
and 580 A/m at frequency f =20 Hz

of Ba (T ) and M (T ) behaviors can indicate increasing of
the canting angle θ in the course of falling temperature,
see (1), and that the sample has CAFM ground state in
all temperatures below T = −20 ◦ C. The MBN profile
curves are all negatively skewed to the left at T = 24,
60 and 100 ◦ C. MBN profile at T = 24 ◦ C is shifted and
skewed to highest intensity values of applied field amplitude Ha = 30 A/m. The other MBN profiles have shifted
values of profile to lower intensities of applied field amplitude for temperatures T = 60 and 100 ◦ C. Distribution of
MBN profile depicted at T = 170 ◦ C is roughly a normal
profile with values drifted to lowest intensities of applied
field.
One can see that the skewness and shift of the MBN
profile is temperature dependent and connected with the
threshold field Ht at which the domain walls are activated. The Ht values are decreased with temperature and
they are determined by magnetic anisotropy energy. As
consequence of that, the decreasing of Ht values shows
that anisotropy is also falling with temperature.
The hysteresis loops were measured at selected sequential temperatures T = −71 , 24, 60, 100 and 170 ◦ C for
field Ha = 30 A/m. Consequently these hysteresis loops
were connected with Ba (T ) dependence in Fig. 1, measured at Ha = 30 A/m. The openning of loop did not
arise at temperatures T = −71, −20 ◦ C. The opened
loops were measured at higher T . The loop decays at
TC = 190 ◦ C. Figure 3 shows the temperature dependences of magnetic flux density amplitude Ba (T ) for selected magnetic field amplitudes Ha = 30, 50, 75, 100,
200, 300, 450 and 580 A/m. By cooling the sample, Ba (T )
curves at field Ha = 300, 450 and 580 A/m keep increasing, with temperature decreasing down to −71 ◦ C.
Ba (T ) dependences at lower amplitudes of applied field
Ha < 300 A/m exhibit different behavior. Below the
Ha = 300 A/m, the evolution of the Ba as function of T
is quite sensitive to field strength as well as the temperature at which the field is applied. The Ba (T ) dependences

measured below the constant field 300 A/m have metamagnetic character. From the overview, the Ba (T ) curve
measured at the critical constant field Hac = 300 A/m
presents metamagnetic transition curve, above that the
Ba (T ) dependences measured at field Ha = 450 and 580
A/m present already collinear FM state for all temperatures.
The temperature dependences of the RMS value of
MBN were measured at Ha = 30, 75, 125, 200, 250,
300, 450, 580 A/m for f = 20 Hz. Comparison of the
RMS analysis of MBN with all Ba (T ) curves depicted
in Fig. 3 showed that the magnetization processes are
prevalently governed by domain wall reversal mechanism
up to external field Ha = 580 A/m. In MnMg ferrite
the effects of the crystalline anisotropy can be important
when the applied magnetic field is small and magnetization reverses by domain walls. Therefore, metamagnetic
transition from collinear ferrimagnetic state to CFM one
(at T = 100 ◦ C), and after that to CAFM ground state
(at Tt = −20 ◦ C in Fig. 1) may be related to the temperature dependence of the anisotropy field that increases on
lowering the temperature, for applied field Ha = 30 A/m.
Below −20 ◦ C, this metamagnet displays the zero response induction and magnetization in the applied fields
Ha ≤ 30 A/m, what means practical demonstration of a
magnetic version of an invisible magnetic cloak.

4 Conclusion
Measured Ba (T ) curves show a ferrimagnetic relation
at applied field Ha ≥ 300 A/m, in temperature range
from −71 ◦ up to TC = 190 ◦ C. The temperature dependences of magnetic induction Ba (T ) of the measured
samples show a metamagnetic transitions with three regions below critical applied field Hac = 300 A/m in soft
magnetic Mn0.7 Mg0.3 Fe2 O4 ferrite. The first low temperature region belongs to the antiferromagnetic phase, the
second region to ferrimagnetic phase and third region is
paramagnetic state above Curie temperature. The transitions from CFM state to CAFM state on the thermomagnetic Ba (T ) curves can be explained with the help of an
approach to the Yafet-Kittel triangular magnetic ordering on the B -site ions leading to the change in exchange
interactions due to changing temperature of sample at
adequate applied fields. The MBN method was used to
qualitative study of the metamagnetic transitions of the
measured MnMg ferrite. FM phase arising out of change
from the AFM state was identified by the intensity of
MBN.
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